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I remember when it was common for the rivers to overflow during the winter in
Santiago. It used to rain for days till the earth couldn’t absorb more water. Or maybe
it was just because the asphalt on the street couldn’t let the ground drink it. I remember
staring at the TV, watching in the news all the flooded houses, full of mud, spoiling all
the appliances. Luckily, the small storage room we had next to the kitchen was the only
room that flooded. This room was called by my mom “El Cuarto”. It flooded every
winter, as the leaves falling during the fall got stuck into the gutters. Water also entered
from the street, as the city canals overflowed. My mom used to unclog them, scooping out
with her hands the rotten mix of leaves and mud. Once she finished sweeping the water
out of the room and into the streets, the floor was covered with newspaper to absorb the
final drops. I used to look at this from the threshold of the kitchen. “Stay there, don’t
come in”, she commanded. When everyone was gone, I used to sneak into el cuarto just
to step over the wet paper. I loved to watch how the dry paper absorbed water, I liked to
squelch over it. Last night, before falling asleep, I felt like a puddle. I was expanding
myself from the center to the edge.

◦

As an archaeology of experience, my work has mainly been about unearthing,
understanding, and reflecting on what has been invisible, a gesture focused on digging up past
experiences of bodily relations. Not unlike an excavation in the middle of the desert, this attempt
5

to access past experiences as buried things in memory has always been in a dry state: petrified
things, dusty things, solid things, everything that has lost water. Similarly, it is said that past
experiences are kept in the desert of our memory: little by little they tend to dry, some of them end
up turning into dust and are forgotten. In contrast, living things depend on water, and are made
of it: living beings are wet, humid, sweaty, and able to absorb. Trying to remember is like watering
a memory to bring it back. If dryness is from the desert, and the desert is the place for memory, the
wet is perhaps the space for experience in real time, or, of the things and relations that for some
reason we decide to keep hydrated. And yet, the dry and the wet find each other in a middle state
somehow.
For some time now, I have left aside the dry past of my memory in order to understand the
watery: how to relate to it, how it behaves, how to communicate with it and through it. In this
sense, I am interested in understanding its qualities and material characteristics, its processes and
interactions. Attaching myself to the idea that fluidity is the state of experience in real time, I have
started to understand my work as an invitation for sharing, listening and being in the present time,
in order to address collective affectivity through these invitations. Through a hybrid of sculpture,
installation and performance, I am interested in questioning, evidencing, and understanding the
relations and commonalities between humans, non-humans and the environment, while
attending to their new concerns.
Water can be obtained by condensation. Gas turns into liquid when it reaches its dew
point then cools. The dew point is the highest temperature at which the steam contained in the air
begins to condense, producing dew, mist, and any type of cloud. When I was born, no one in the
6

family liked my name. Rocío, it means dew in Spanish, like this physical phenomenon where the
humidity of the air condenses into forms of water drops. Like a gas particle that condenses in
water, I came to this world. I like to think that I could evaporate too, and as a steam particle, travel
great distances with the wind.
Today, I understand that you cannot talk about water without talking about air, or the
sun and the earth that are always touching themselves. I am interested in making visible these
connections, understanding that these forces of nature –geological and meteorological bodies1–
challenge us to become absorbed with them, - the wind, the sea, the desert - as we are all together
matter. In this sense, we also share ways of being vulnerable and fragile in the world.
I started to acknowledge water as a common body when it became a serious ecological
issue. About 10 years ago, drought became real in Chile, rainfall became scarce, more sacrifice
zones2 appeared, and for 10 years, now, we are one of the 10 countries in the world most affected
by global warming. The truth is that this situation is not simply from lack of rain or other natural
phenomena, but caused mainly by water privatization. Under military dictatorship, several
neoliberal reforms took place in Chile, one of them being, the selling of the rights of water to
private companies. Priority was given to Agricultural and Mining industries, which take 96% of

1

The concept of meteorological and geographical bodies was taken from Astrida Neimanis.

2

Sacrifice zones: “territories of human settlement devastated environmentally by industrial development. This
devastation has direct implications on the full exercise of people's fundamental rights; right to life, health, education,
work, food, housing, etc. In these territories, environmental damage has meant a situation of vulnerability and
impoverishment of the communities.” http://www.terram.cl/2016/02/infografias-conoce-las-zonas-de-sacrificioambiental-del-pais-2/ [Accessed on February 23rd, 2021]
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the country's consumption today, leaving communities with water scarcity and no protection
against the law. These extremely greedy and inconsiderate politics affecting bodies, human and
non-human, made me think that drought is the result of having forgotten the importance of
relationality between different bodies that coexist and share this planet. Water privatization, or
any other mode of depriving a body, is no more than a paternalistic strategy of governance.
During the pandemic, I flew back to Chile. Without having a formal home, I settled in a
place where there is drought. Being there, I went for a walk to the brook and thought that autumn
colors had come ahead. Brown, yellow, green, all together, intermingled. At first, I thought how
beautiful the landscape was. Later, I found out that all those colors were not seasonal, and that the
lack of water caused them to appear like that, drying.
By being out of my country for a long time, I could easily notice how much drier the
landscape had become, and how seriously this situation escalated. Drought did not end because
there is a worldwide pandemic. I thought about that every time I had to wash my hands, while
doing the dishes, even more when I took a shower. The shower is the place where I feel better with
myself. There I can be calm, alone. Surrounded by steam. It feels like being nowhere, as if time
stood still. Water changes states, from liquid to gas, gas to liquid. It was suggested in the news that
you should not shower for more than three minutes, but the Mining and Agriculture industries
can take it all.

8

◦

That day I was sitting on the subway, when I started imagining the moment when I
could touch you again. It felt so real. So real that it invaded my whole body. So real that
a tear fell from my eye, running through my cheek. This was not a tear of sadness, it was
one of pure joy. The joy of just thinking that that moment might be possible, and that
from all the possibilities, it could happen to me. All these feelings condensed in one tear
drop, a tear that has exactly the same amount of salt as the ocean.

◦

All matter is alive and has always been. Even a rock that seems inert is always in constant
flux. Sometimes it takes centuries for us to notice, and yet, sometimes, it is something we can only
imagine. Think about the sand on the beach. Millions of years ago, it was not sand but rocks that
through time were eroded by the constant movement of the waves until forming what we know
today as sand. Matter is alive, and that is why it is always changing. Changing mainly because it is
in contact with other forms of matter, other bodies. This relational aspect of bodies, as matter in
the world, able to establish porous relationships with others, is what delimits the world around us,
in terms of their interactions, and everything we know depends on them.

9

When I was making The dust that surrounds you is all that is left from you, this image of erosion
was eroding my thoughts. How to feel this passing of time more clearly? This installation is all
about experiencing erosion from the inside out. The whole floor was covered with this phrase,
handwritten on ceramic

Fig.1 The Dust That surrounds you, 2019

sticks and chunks, and
walking over them was
the

only

option

for

entering the room. Each
step meant grinding the
floor, followed by a
cracking sound, which
was amplified through microphones and speakers. With every step you were able to feel each
cracking inside your body, as if your own system was the one being eroded. The sound helped to
amplify this experience. With time, this floor was meant to become dust, just as the sand of the
beach.

The political theorist and philosopher Jane Bennett describes Thing-Power as the capacity
of things and matter to go beyond their condition, demonstrating their own vitality and
influencing our experiences. Thus, it is their ability to affect others, to produce effects, and so, to
be affected. This intrinsic power, present in every thing, is intensified by meeting and connecting
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with others3. In Vibrant Matter, Bennett extends an invitation to think about this vitality of matter
with the purpose of encouraging us to have “[…] more intelligent and sustainable engagements
with vibrant matter and lively things.” 4 Bennet expands Spinoza’s concept of affectivity by finding
it not only intrinsic to human bodies, but also finding that all kinds of bodies –organic and
inorganic, natural and cultural- are affective.5 Spinoza described what he called conative bodies as
the capability of bodies to collaborate between each other, forming alliances, which Bennett
explains as assemblages: systems with their own language, bonds between bodies, experiences,
materialities, and space/time, all mediated by affectivity. According to Bennet, life depends on the
existence of these assemblages that enhance the power of things and let life be sustained by the
existence of these relations.

Our human bodies are constituted by air, flesh, minerals, nowadays even plastic, and
mainly by water. In the words of Spinoza, “the human body is composed of many individuals of
different natures, each of which is highly composite.”6 Understanding bodies as composites means
that interactions are happening at every scale, all the time, with microbes inside our intestines, with
the air in our lungs, with water when drinking, peeing, sweating, with the sun when burning. In

3

Bennett, Jane. Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things. Durham: Duke University Press, 2010.

4

Ibid, viii

5

Ibid, xii

6

Baruch, Spinoza. Ethics, book 2, proposition 13, postulate 1, in The Collected Works of Spinoza, ed. Edwin
Curley, 1:462. Quoted in: Hardt, Michael. Negri, Antonio. Multitude: War and Democracy in the Age of Empire. New
York: The Pinguin Press. 2004.
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my path for understanding the ecological implications of the relationality between bodies, a friend
suggested me Astrida Neimanis´s Bodies of Water: Posthuman Feminist Phenomenology, where she
“reimagine[s] embodiment from the perspective of our bodies’ wet constitution,”7 as an urgent
question for today’s survival considering the actual water crisis. This model of posthuman feminist
phenomenology, understands in terms of embodiment that there is no hierarchy between
different bodies, and that we are all deeply involved in the planetary hydrocommons. In this sense,
she clarifies that water is the element that more strongly ties humans to our environment, as we are
all constituted around 65%-90% by it. She invites us to rethink today´s ecological and political
context in relational terms, to understand our experience in the world from our shared watery
conditions, as a conscious extension of feminist theories of embodiment, and as a way in which
“figuring ourselves specifically as bodies of water emphasizes a particular set of planetary
assemblages that asks for our response right now.”

8

Following Bennet and Neimanis, I would like to situate my work under the umbrella of
posthuman feminism by questioning how we relate to each other, not only among human bodies,
but with all bodies that share this planet, understanding that this relationality is a dependency
“necessary for living well with all measure of embodied others,”9 as a way of coping with today's
ecological crises and survival in this planet through material and affective networks. These

7

Neimanis Astrida. Bodies of water: Posthuman Feminist Phenomenology. London: Bloomsbury, 2017. 1

8

Ibid, 6

9

Ibid, 9
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interactions and alliances, and how they are established, are what define our sense of reality, being
and belonging. As bell hooks suggested, we shall not forget that the “sense of belonging is where
you feel loved.”10

Thinking about this interaction between different bodies I came across a very peculiar
ancestral object. Whistling bottles are objects made by native people from the Andes and
Mesoamerica, and they were designed specifically to sound through the interaction between water
and air. They consist of a whistle attached to a water container so that this influences sound
production. In addition to the sound of water, the whistle of double whistling bottles is produced
by a back and forth movement, where the water passes from one container to another, increasing
the pressure of the air contained in the bottle, and so
gradually blowing the whistle, resulting in what is
described by José Peréz de Arce as “a basic melody in the
Fig.2 Playing the Puytu, Cuzco

shape of an arc that rises and then falls.”11 Although the
role played by whistling bottles thousands of years ago is
funerary rituals, since some of them have been found in
tombs as funerary treasures. The relationship between
water, wind instruments, and death is frequent in Andean

10

Hooks, Bell. All about love: New Visions. New York: Harper Perennial, 2001

11

Pérez de Arce, José. Análisis de las cualidades sonoras de las botellas silbadoras de los Andes en Boletín del
Museo de Arte Precolombino N9, Santiago de Chile. 2004. 22.
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cultures. A Quechua legend tells that this origin comes from the weeping of a man after his
beloved's death, saying he exhaled his sorrow by playing the puytu.12 The watery sound of this
instrument when played, or what may be called the water´s chant, is related from immemorial
times to a crying act, a lament for loss from the depths of the soul.

I decided to remake a whistling bottle, curious to hear the sound produced by this
interaction between water and air, which is how the project Sobbing Water started. Originally made
of ceramic, the whistling bottles in the Sobbing Water installation are made of contemporary water
containers, glass water bottles used in a disposable way to transport water nowadays.
Interested in the relation between the
human body and this object able to

Fig.3 Sobbing Water, 2021

contain and make natural elements
interact, I decided to record myself
playing the instrument. A sound
installation mixing different whistles
and bottles sounding at the same
time, together with the swaying of water, allow obtaining soft sounds to which increased auditory

12

Puytu is an ancestral musical instrument consisting of a Quena (a floute made with human bones) and a water
container for playing it. This would increase the depth of the sound producing a “sad” melody.
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sensitivity and psychoacoustic effects are attributed13, making Sobbing Water an invitation to listen
to the cry of water, as an act of being present.

This interaction is all about listening to each other so as to be able to find each specific
bottle´s sound, which depends on the shape and materiality of the whistle -ceramic, metal or
plastic- the presion between air and water, and the movement of the body which holds the bottle.
By listening, you begin to understand the bottles’ speeds, as each object leads you to follow a
different rhythm. Some bottles are heavier, requiring stronger movements, while others are more
delicate to handle. Besides the whistling, one is able to hear water moving from one bottle to
another, how it slides and glugs, interactions that might be even felt in your hands through the
glass.

Fig.4 Sobbing Water, 2021
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Pérez de Arce, 30
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◦

I felt I was crystal clear but still, I always wonder, maybe I wasn't? As if the fault was
mine, I always blame myself when something doesn't work out. The truth is, it is not
really me, but the many layers of communication that interfere with my clarity, and
that is out of my control.

◦

When the human body is immersed down in deep waters, you can feel its temperature.
The whole body is wrapped in a watery robe: water enters through the skin and cross
contamination starts. While floating, our bodies are interacting, water flows and adapts to its
shape, enters and leaves through all its orifices. To leave the body floating feels as if time stood still.
It is inevitable to think about death; what would it be like if you just keep floating like this forever?
Submerged in water, all contact with fresh air, our human vital medium, is lost. Water is another
medium, where we have no control, and so you can regain consciousness about what it feels like
to be vulnerable in this world: to feel insignificant. You can scream as loud as you want but it will
sound deaf as sound quality under water is totally different: mainly water will be there to hear you.
In the past, some cultures symbolized water with a circle, as something symbolically endless. The
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French word for water is eau, which is represented by the grapheme O, a circle, an unbreakable
circumference, a symbol of eternity. This makes bodily sense, if we think that a circle is also a
symbol for intimacy, by being inside an intimate circle you can let down your guard and expose
your vulnerability, just as when you are deeply immersed into water.
Air, water and land give the conditions for beings to live in, therefore they influence the
way we feel, that is what we call environment. 14 The relationships between beings and their
environment are studied in Geography, and the field of physical geography is described by Alan
and Arthur Strahler as, “the science of life environments, from the local to the global scale. It is
devoted to the study of the systems and cycles that interact within the earth's life layer –the shallow
surface layer that contains most forms of life and is located where lands and oceans meet the
atmosphere.”15 Such is the importance of environments, which by definition provide the scenery
for all interactions to happen: a space, that depending on its different systems and cycles, affects
us and the way we relate to and within it. With its characteristic sense of vital interconnectivity,
environment is a medium for contact to happen: “All action occurs by contact, with the result
that nothing acts at a distance unless by some kind of medium.”16 A medium is like a hinge between
bodies that allows communication or any kind of transmission –like sound or light– it even

14

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/learner-english/environment [Accessed on March 3rd
2021]
15

Strahler, Alan H., and Arthur N. Strahler. Physical Geography: Science and Systems of the Human Environment. New
York: John Wiley, 1997.
16

Durham Peters, Jhon. The Marvelous Clouds: Towards a Philosophy of Elemental Media. Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2015. 80
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enables contact at a distance. In The Marvelous Clouds: Toward a Philosophy of Elemental Media, John
Durham Peters argues that all environments are media, not only as what enables receiving and
sending a message, but also as a powerful infrastructure built by a perfect combination between
nature and culture that sustains life on earth. This means that media is at the very core of our
interactions with others in the world. Therefore, the sky, like the sea and the earth, are a medium.
Clouds are media too, and as Peters comments, they “have had a long association with the giddy
ephemerality of private thoughts.''17
We are emotionally attached to the environment: since ancient times, cosmology from
different cultures believed that gods spoke through the winds, waves, clouds, sun and rain.
Humans have always looked at the sky for different signs, reading it as it speaks to us in its own
language. Language sustains social networks, we could say environmental networks too, as it alters
“relations within the self, between people, and between people and nature”.18 As Peters describes,
language consists “in sounds, syntax, and systems of meaning. Before writing, language existed
only as a creature of sound, voice, and ears: it was never seen,”19 but it was felt. As it can be felt,
language can be heard and seen, seen not only by reading words but also images, codes or symbols.
Senses and language are all intermingled, it is a full body experience.

17

Ibid, 254

18

Ibid, 262

19

Ibid, 293
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The material property of spoken words is air and so, they vanish as air passes through them,
just as sound does. This ephemeral material condition, as John Robb states, may detract from what
has been said, a verbal agreement is not the same as signing a contract. The word made visible has
always given greater security, and even moreso, if it is written on a material that is more resistant
over time. Writing gives governance to speech, it is a transformative act that passes from one media
to another. As Robb states, it is well known that there is a “distinction between ephemeral or
erasable writings and ones given the authority of permanence by inscription in media such as
stone.”20 But spoken words have a subjective potential, we can hear just what we want to hear, or
we can simply not hear clearly, the sound can be interfered with or modified and, as a result, the
original message can change. This can make communication difficult or sometimes more
enriching, especially if it is about secrets or confessions. Secrets exist to be, sooner or later, revealed.
They are surrounded by a halo of desire or maybe a fear of them being pronounced. In the past,
when people had private, unshareable secrets,
they went to the coast, looked for a shell, and
whispered it inside to return it to the sea. The

Fig.5 Audible, 2019

ocean was there to listen and so, the need and
desire to bring the secret out of your body was
fulfilled. With this gesture, perhaps, there was
relief: the secret would be safe from the

20

Robb, John. Material Time. The Oxford Handbook of History and Material Culture, 2020. 5
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ridiculous reality of this world. To communicate is both to declare and to listen. And listening
doesn't mean mutism. On the contrary, it implies to question and to propose, to criticize and to
create.

Audible is an object made for listening, to whisper a message that can be heard by more
than one body, or simply get lost in space: the important thing is to emit the message. This is a
project carried out in a long-distance collaboration with my sister, Valentina Guerrero, who lives
in Mexico City. Audible came up as an excuse to do something together, and to listen to us thinking
about listening. This proposal consists of a structure made of metal tubes that are connected
forming a system in which, at each end, there is a shell to listen or speak, and which will amplify
the sound that is heard. The sound travels through the tube, making visible its path, when leaving
one body and entering another. In this way, the structure is established as a dynamic for reciprocal

Fig.6 Audible, 2019

listening, as an act of the present time, being activated in a personal, dual or collective way.
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When I immigrated to the US, I started to think about long-distance communication as I
have never done before. Social media was the only way I had to relate to my loved ones. I was
missing bodily contact so badly, at the point I started to feel that the wind, which travelled long
distances carrying particles from different places, caressed me, after caressing the one I loved, and
that this was the closest we could be to each other. Consequently, I came up with this idea about
communicating at a distance through water and air, thinking about these elements as independent
bodies that travel and penetrate all layers of this planet.
Water has long been dominated by humans through technological systems by storing,
channeling, and controlling it. Since 1882, ConEdison in NYC has been running the largest steam
lines system in the world, mainly providing energy for heat and cooling buildings, besides helping
with the sterilization of medical supplies and providing perfect humidity for museums to protect
art. The system consists of boiling water and carrying the resulting steam from the generating
steam plants to pipes beneath the streets of Manhattan.
Steam Signals (S.S) is a performance that took place in New York City, which consists in
spreading a message using the water vapor released by the steam chimneys located in the streets, as
a visual long distance form of communication. The message is emitted by manipulating a tool
designed with the exclusive purpose of covering and uncovering the steam emission from the
chimney, allowing it to create a language that uses visual rhythm. In this way, it is possible to
transmit a message through steam clouds as a medium, resembling pre-literate ways of
communication.

21

Fig.7 - 8 Steam Signals (S.S), 2021

Despite its fluidity and docility, we should not forget that water is also subversive, it is
strong enough to go beyond any control: tsunamis, alluviums, currents, floods. All the heat
running under the streets can cause any external drop of water to be boiled when in contact with
hot pipes. This increases pressure levels and therefore, forces steam to look for other ways to release
this energy, sometimes causing great explosions. Like volcanoes, orange and white chimneys free
into the air, the condensation pressure, which rises from underneath the asphalt, in order to
prevent steam explosions. These steam chimneys are there to show us that not everything can be
fully controlled by humans. In this sense, Steam Signals (S.S.) could be seen as an absurd gesture in
22

the face of such incommensurability. The message sent comes from that existential urgency of the
experience of everyday life, therefore it takes the form of a poem, a chant, a lament, condensed in
steam particles. This poetic gesture is ephemeral, it will become rain, and so, it might travel with
the wind, spreading its message all over:

Fig.9 Steam Signals (S.S), 2021

we are going to cry
let us cry rain
let those tears fill the emptiness
the earth cries
the body overflows
let's weep together
I don't know what to say
when I could tell you everything
just listen
if I don't say it now
I lose it21

These are mourning words to dwell with. As Donna Haraway puts it, this would be the
way to appreciate “how the world has changed, and how we must ourselves change and renew our
relationships if we are to move forward from here,”22 therefore the importance of communication
under a natural-cultural infrastructure as media.
We all well know that art is language, and so, it is a process of translation of experiences
where translation´s logic and way of thinking serve to communicate and to understand the things

21

This is a translated version from its original in Spanish

22

Haraway, Donna. Staying with the trouble: Making kiln in the Chtulucene. Durham: Duke University Press, 2016. 38
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that happen to us and to the environment. Historically, poetry has been art’s written form. The
poet Claudia Rankine, following Paul Celan, explains that poetry is like a handshake:
“the handshake is our decided ritual of both asserting (I am here) and handing
over (here) a self to another. Hence the poem is that –here. I am here. This
conflation of the solidity of presence with the offering of this same presence
perhaps has everything to do with being alive.”23

I like how this quote describes poetry as simply and banally as a daily handshake, which at
the same time states something as important as being present, offering this presence to the
unknown. Therefore, art as poetry is the most organic form to translate our experiences so as to
name, see, hear and share them, allowing us to understand ourselves and the world. Poetry and art
are nothing without experience, which living is all about. As Audre Lorde would say, they are “as
a revelatory distillation of experience […] a vital necessity of our existence.” 24 It is through poetry
that we are able to transform our feelings and experiences into written language - whatever the
form it might take-, and it is through its translation that I like to situate my practice. Thanks to it,
I feel able to articulate intimate and collective experiences around materiality.

◦

23

Rankine, Claudia. Don´t let me be lonely: An American Lyric. Minneapolis: Graywolf Press, 2004. 131

24

Lorde, Audre. Poetry is not a Luxury in The selected Works of Audre Lorde. New York: Norton. 2020. 3
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She asked me about you and I became very nervous. The skin on my chest covered in red
dots, as if something inside me was about to explode. I excused myself saying I was glutenallergic, I lied. I turned my head to avoid her gaze to avoid getting more nervous. Read
the brand of the oven in front of me, Gemini, just like your zodiac sign. It did not matter
if I looked at her or not, I just could not avoid you. I told her that I could not classify
that thing between you and me. After a while, I started thinking about why I had such
a reaction, why my body had become uncomfortable. I think it was the first time someone
asked me what was going on between us, confirming “us”, as something real.

◦

Bodies are tools, as well as a place for demonstration, for experience to happen. They react
as a consequence of interaction and its experience. In this context, it cannot be forgotten that
interactions in this planet are not just between bodies, but also among and with things, which exist
mainly to mediate them. Things, as bodies, are tools and as such, they are containers of our
experiences. Objects have the capacity to act as an extension of the body, so as to interact and relate
with the environment and its matter –as in Steam Signals, using the tool to project my voice and
my arm. Objects are also a medium to communicate, connecting one body to another, facilitating
the formation of the web that connects us all –as whistling bottles in Sobbing Water that connect

25

air, water and human. Thus, instruments and tools invite us to be part of an experience which is
purely a communicative act, teaching us how to communicate, and helping us to develop new
forms of communication.
All of this leads me to think about how the art object is able to amplify the experience of
being on this planet. Making art is like knotting, it may have no beginning or end but it is always
an intricate process of tying, connecting and holding up realities. Under a posthuman
phenomenological orientation, Neimanis would say, one can connect with art by allowing
personal uptakes of the work in order to open perception to other imaginaries which might vibrate
with your own.25 This point relays the potentiality of art, which as experience, produces
knowledge with the aim of sharing it with others through sensibility and empathy.

Back in 2015, I was sitting on a chair, listening to an art student´s crit. I was the TA. I do
not remember why I was nervous, I didn't know it then, but my body wouldn't stop moving

involuntary movement of my anxious body, resulting in
abstract drawings on the paper. It was my body
communicating. After that experience, I designed a tool
to visibilize involuntary movements of the body so as to

25

Neimanis, Astrida. 171
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Fig.10 Amorógrafo, 2018

restlessly. I knew it when the pen I was holding began to scratch my notebook following the

be able to read them. Thus arose Amorógrafo, a necklace designed to record these movements. This
tool is used in a performance where I sit down to listen to people’s stories about life
disappointments. They wear the necklace while telling me about their experiences. The necklace
registers the movement and reaction of the body, when remembering the episode, thus, each
drawing functions as a record of their emotional experience. Each drawing is different, some
bodies do not stop moving, forming expansive patterns, others contract and, hopefully, manage
to form a line. The series of performances I have done till now have helped me to form an archive
of abstract drawings about people's disappointments, which are labeled with quotes in their own
handwriting. The comments I receive after are the most enriching part, participants are always
impressed about the abstract interpretation their body made, and they always feel represented by

Fig.11 Amorógrafo, 2018

it.
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The theory of the non-object proposed by the Brazilian Ferreira Gullar during the sixties
describes the art object as a living being “in which the synthesis of sensory and mental experiences
is realized, a body that is transparent to phenomenological knowledge.”26 Sculptures, objects,
installations and performance present an empathic relation with the spectator by establishing a
bodily relation with the space: “without the body the work of art only exists in potentiality,”27
waiting for a body to activate it. As in Sobbing Water, it is the body that activates the object as a
transformative mediated experience, not only the human, but also the air and water when
producing sound. According to Gullar, poetry is intrinsically related to art, as it represents words
visually and materially, intensifying its meaning, making it concrete and explicit. The aesthetic
experience of art is a way of embodying poetry, and that is why it is important to me that the art
objects I make have always a passive and an active state. They always have the vivid potentiality to
be played. “Not that the work is the idea, but what we generate when we use it. Each is a set of
conditions, rather than a finite object.”28 These words from Franz Erhard Walter refer to the
experience of when we interact with art objects, highlighting this as essential.
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Ferreira Gullar “Teoria ñao objeto” quoted in Objects, to use: a grammar of affects by Julieta González. In Franz
Erhard Walter: Objects, to use/Instruments for Processes. Mexico City: Fundación Jumex Arte Contemporáneo, 2018. 86
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Franz Erhard Walther quoted in Objects, to use: a grammar of affects by Julieta González. In Franz Erhard Walter:
Objects, to use/Instruments for Processes. Mexico City: Fundación Jumex Arte Contemporáneo, 2018. 77
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◦

A friend told me on the phone that Taoism describes the softness of water. Water is soft
and it has the persistence to shape the rigidity of the rock it pierces it, forming bowls,
concavities, and caves. If, when sliding down the rock, water meets with a mineral, very
slowly its dripping will form stalactites, and incidentally stalagmites. When a stalactite
joins a stalagmite, empty spaces are formed inside it. As trapped gas bubbles, this union
always leaves gaps in between, it is never perfect. Those voided spaces resonate the
structure that turns them into a single pillar, letting them work as amplifiers of every
little sound. The sound of the voice is one of the most missed things when someone is not
there (in addition to body heat). That is because sound is lodged in the same part of the
brain as emotions are.

◦

Through a poetic gesture that puts in tension the relation between body and language, I
compose communicative instances where the participants form a system of bodies. In this sense, I
am interested in their relationality, how actions and behaviors affect others, being all connected
through languages. Holding on to the intrinsic power of things to intensify every experience, I
make tools for communication to happen. Objects that amplify the experience, helping us to
understand and share them, working as transformative mediated experiences. To ask ourselves
29

about the constitution of our bodies, its relationality, and how that connects us to others, is a way
to cope with the world´s uncertainty. I propose to understand the assemblage body-objectlanguage as a triad, an alliance aimed to canalize Thing-Power whose fluid condition has no
hierarchy, and each of the participants depend on each other in order of being and constantly
becoming. Thing-Power in art can amplify the experience of being on this planet, empathically
facilitating the understanding of our existence and being in the world.
“When you breathe you release a different volume of air into your surroundings, and that
volume is sculpture. The meaning of sculpture is exactly this: to create a form within space.
Breathing, therefore, is creating sculpture automatically.” These words from Giuseppe Penone
express my interest in the importance of interaction in relation to art as something you cannot set
apart, as with breathing and living.
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